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Microfabricated Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer
With a Brubaker Prefilter
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Abstract—Microfabricated quadrupole mass spectrometers
with Brubaker prefilters are demonstrated for the first time.
Complete filters are assembled from two dies, each carrying two
pairs of rods providing the prefilter and main filter sections. The
rods are held in precision silicon mounts that are fabricated using
wafer-scale deep reactive-ion etching and anodic bonding to glass
substrates. Improvements to ion transmission are obtained by
tuning the bias potential applied to the prefilter. The effect is
explained in terms of a simple analytic theory for ion motion
in the prefilter. Mass filtering with a range of m/z = 0−1200
and a resolution of m/Δm ≈ 150 at 10% of peak height is
demonstrated using 2–4-mm-long prefilter electrodes, 30-mm-long
main electrodes (both of 650 μm diameter), and a radio-frequency
drive at ≈6.5 MHz. [2009-0194]

Index Terms—Mass spectrometry, microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS), prefilter, quadrupole filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE QUADRUPOLE mass filter, originally introduced by
Paul [1], is a workhorse of analytical mass spectrometry

because it may easily be constructed without the need for a
magnet. Its operation is well understood [2]–[4]. The device
consists of a set of four parallel electrodes, arranged to create a
hyperbolic electrostatic field, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Often, the
ideal hyperbolic electrodes are approximated by cylinders of
radius re [5], with the ratio between re and the radius of an
inscribed circle r0 being chosen to optimize performance
[6], [7].

Ions are injected into a pupil between the electrodes, as
shown in Fig. 1(b), and travel parallel to them for a distance LF

under the influence of a time-varying field that contains both
direct-current (dc) and alternating-current (ac) components. It
can be shown that only ions near a particular mass-to-charge
ratio will transit without discharging on a rod, and if the voltage
amplitudes are ramped, the time variation of the output is a
mass spectrum. Resolution is determined by the accuracy with
which the field is created, the number of ac cycles experienced
by each ion, and the ratio between the dc and ac voltages.
Highly accurate construction is required to achieve an adequate
analytical performance. The ions are injected with a small axial
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Fig. 1. (a) Hyperbolic electrostatic field. (b) Quadrupole. (c) Quadrupole with
prefilter.

velocity, a radio-frequency (RF) drive is used, and the voltage
ratio is chosen to operate near the peak of a so-called “first
stability zone” [2]–[4].

Sensitivity is primarily limited by the ion flux. Because the
flux reduces as the size of the pupil is decreased, this aspect is
clearly of importance to small mass spectrometers. However,
sensitivity is also strongly reduced at high resolution due to
the perturbing effect of the fringing field at the filter entrance
caused by the exposed ends of the electrodes. In this region,
the field is no longer purely hyperbolic and in addition contains
axial components. In 1967, Brubaker proposed a simple solu-
tion, namely, to precede the filter with a short set of quadrupole
electrodes or “stubbies” of length LP carrying only ac voltages,
as shown in Fig. 1(c) [8]. The prefilter can be driven from the
main filter via capacitors, using additional resistive pathways to
ground to leak away any accumulated charge. Experimentally,
very large improvements in transmission have been observed at
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high resolution, albeit accompanied by mass-dependent trans-
mission oscillations [9], [10].

The prefilter is itself a form of quadrupole known as an
“RF-only quadrupole” [10], [11]. Such a device has its own
set of detailed ion dynamics, which may be explained in terms
of a confining potential well or “pseudopotential” created by
an inhomogeneous time-varying electric field [12]. At low
pressures, RF-only quadrupoles can be used for guiding or
transporting ions, while at higher pressures, they can be used for
additionally forcing ions toward the instrument axis by collision
focusing [13], [14] and for fragmentation of ions by collision
with a neutral gas [15]. The motion of ions through the prefilter
and into the main filter is complicated and has so far mainly
been understood in terms of detailed numerical simulations of
trajectories [16], [17].

In recent years, considerable efforts have been devoted to
miniaturization of most types of mass filter to allow portable
or desktop applications [18]–[21]. Particular attention has been
devoted to cylindrical ion traps (CITs) because these may
be easily constructed as planar arrays [22]–[25], and several
portable systems containing CITs have been demonstrated
[26]–[29]. More recently, microfabricated ion traps have been
demonstrated in cylindrical [30]–[33], toroidal [34], and linear
[35]–[37] arrangements. Many other mass filter types have
been realized in microfabricated form, including magnetic- and
crossed-field filters [38]–[43], time-of-flight filters [44]–[48],
and ion separators based on traveling electric fields [49], [50].

Quadrupole filters have been relatively difficult to miniatur-
ize because their features are not amenable to fabrication by
surface processing alone. Their size has been reduced to the
millimeter scale using conventional engineering [51], and small
quadrupole arrays have been constructed to increase sensitivity
[52]–[54]. Unconventional fabrication methods, such as the
LIGA process, have also been investigated for 100 micron-scale
quadrupole arrays [55].

The most promising results have, however, been obtained
from devices of intermediate size constructed using silicon-
based microfabrication. Quadrupoles have been formed from
two closely spaced stacked Si substrates, each containing
pairs of 0.5-mm-diameter in-plane cylindrical electrodes rigidly
fixed in V-grooves [56]–[59]. Similar array-type devices have
also been proposed [60]. Taking advantage of the increased
complexity offered by bonded silicon-on-insulator (BSOI),
quadrupoles have been formed from two BSOI substrates that
hold electrodes in grooves with micromachined springs [61],
[62]. The latter arrangement has been used in portable and desk-
top mass spectrometers [63]. Alternative arrangements have
used pairs of widely spaced substrates carrying out-of-plane
cylindrical electrodes [64], [65], and in-plane arrangements
of etched rods with rectangular cross section, operated in a
higher stability zone [66]. The performance of microfabricated
quadrupoles is steadily improving, but constructional accuracy
has limited resolution, the maximum tolerated RF voltage has
restricted mass range, and small size has restricted sensitivity.

One way to increase ion transmission in microfabricated
quadrupoles would be to incorporate a prefilter. Unfortunately,
none of the aforementioned approaches is appropriate due to
the relatively short length of the filter electrodes. Out-of-plane

constructions would clearly require complex stacked assem-
blies. In-plane approaches are potentially more suitable, but the
V-groove construction in [56]–[59] suffers from RF coupling
through the Si substrate, while the spring mounting used in [61],
[62] is not easily adaptable to short electrodes.

In this paper, an enhancement to all major performance
criteria of an in-plane microfabricated quadrupole is demon-
strated by incorporating a Brubaker prefilter using an advanced
fabrication process based on silicon on glass. The silicon parts
are defined by deep reactive etching [67], [68] and attached to
Pyrex by anodic bonding [69], [70] using methods previously
developed for capacitive sensors [71] and vacuum packages
[72]. The fabrication process is designed to improve yield by
mounting the main electrodes on strain-relieved supports that
reduce damage caused by thermal expansion mismatch. The
use of glass substrates is designed to reduce RF coupling, so
that higher voltages may be applied and the mass range may be
increased. Finally, the incorporation of a prefilter is designed to
increase transmission at high resolution.

A simple explanation of prefilter operation is presented
in Section II in terms of an analytic theory of ion motion.
The design and fabrication of the microfabricated filter are
described in Section III. Mass filtering experiments are pre-
sented in Section IV, and a mass range of m/z = 0−1200 is
demonstrated with a mass resolution of m/Δm ≈ 150 at 10%
of peak height using an RF drive at ≈6.5 MHz. The effects
most commonly seen using a Brubaker prefilter (namely, an
overall improvement in ion transmission, coupled with energy-
dependent transmission effects) are all observed, and the exper-
imental behavior is correlated to the earlier theoretical analysis.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. ION MOTION IN QUADRUPOLE

FILTERS AND PREFILTERS

In general, the performance of quadrupole devices can only
be understood from a detailed simulation of ion motion. Nor-
mally large numbers of ion trajectories are integrated, using a
finite-element model of the electric fields that can incorporate
fringe fields and coupling to an ion source [16], [17]. Here,
the important features are highlighted using a simple analytic
theory for noninteracting ions, assuming ideal hyperbolic fields.

A. Electrostatic Field and Equations of Motion

The geometry is shown in Fig. 1. Assuming that axial and
transverse motions are uncoupled and the axial energy is VA,
the axial velocity vA of an ion of mass m and charge e is

vA = (2eVA/m)1/2. (1)

The axial position z may then be related to time t as z = vAt.
Transverse motion is governed by the electric-field distribution
shown in Fig. 1(a). Assuming that the electrodes carry poten-
tials ±φ0/2, the result is a 2-D potential field

φ(x, y) = φ0(x2 − y2)/2r2
0. (2)
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Here, r0 is the radius of a circle touching the equipotentials
φ = ±φ0/2. For an ion moving in the z-direction, the equations
of motion in the x- and y-directions are

md2x/dt2 = − e∂φ/∂x = −eφ0x/r2
0

md2y/dt2 = − e∂φ/∂y = +eφ0y/r2
0. (3)

B. Main Filter Operation

In the main filter, the applied voltage contains both dc and
ac components, so that the time variation of the potential may
be written as φ0(t) = U − V cos[ω(t − t0)], where ω = 2πf is
an angular frequency, ωt0 is the starting phase of the ion, and
U and V are constant potentials. In this case, the equations of
motion reduce to

d2x/dt2 +
(
e/mr2

0

)
{U − V cos [ω(t − t0)]}x = 0

d2y/dt2 −
(
e/mr2

0

)
{U − V cos [ω(t − t0)]} y = 0. (4)

Using substitutions ζ = ωt/2, ζ0 = ζ(0), a =
4eU/(mω2r2

0), and q = 2eV/(mω2r2
0), (4) can be reduced to

Mathieu-like equations

d2u/dζ2 + {au − 2qu cos [2(ζ − ζ0)]}u = 0 (5)

where u is x or y, a = ax = −ay , and q = qx = −qy .
It can be shown (see, e.g., [3]) that the nature of the trajectory

depends almost entirely on a and q, varying little with initial
conditions u(0) and u′(0) and starting phase ζ0. There are
several regions on the q−a plane that give rise to bounded
stable solutions. The lower stability region is an approximately
triangular region bounded by lines

a0(q) = q2/2 − 7q4/128 + 29q6/2304 . . .

b1(q) = 1 − q − q2/8 + q3/64

− q4/1536 − 11q5/36 864 . . . . (6)

Line a0 defines the stability limit for trajectories in the
y-direction, while line b1 is the same limit in the x-direction.
Between the two, trajectories are stable in both directions. The
apex of the stable region lies at a = 0.23699 and q = 0.70600,
so that U/V = a/2q = 0.1678.

Fig. 2(a) shows sample x-trajectories obtained by numer-
ical integration of (5), calculated assuming that x(0) = 1,
x′(0) = 0, ζ0 = 0, q = 0.706, and a/2q = 0.1671 (thick line)
and a/2q = 0.1675 (thin line). These two conditions lie just
below the apex of the stability region. In each case, the motion
involves rapid oscillations, whose amplitudes slowly increase
first and then slowly decrease, so that the trajectory is bounded.
However, for a/2q = 0.1675, the apex of the stable region is
approached more closely, and the peak ion displacement is
larger. Consequently, although the trajectory remains stable in
this case, ions must be injected closer to the axis to transit
successfully. Because the ions are injected as a relatively broad
beam, the overall transmission is therefore likely to fall. As an
extension, it may be assumed that perturbations to the direction
of ions traveling close to the axis caused by fringe fields will
also reduce transmission.

Fig. 2. (a) Sample x-trajectories in a main filter, calculated assuming that
(thick line) q = 0.706, ζ0 = 0, and a/2q = 0.1671 and (thin line) a/2q =
0.1675. (b) Shape of the first stability zone, plotted on the V −U plane for
different masses.

In operation, U and V are normally ramped together, fol-
lowing an operating line passing just below the apex of the
lower stability region of different masses, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Stable trajectories are then only obtained for a narrow mass
range, so that the device acts as a scanning mass filter, with
the filtered mass being determined from the ac voltage as
m = 2eV/(qω2r2

0). The use of a scan line passing close to the
stability tip requires that the voltage ratio U/V be just less
than 0.1678, with the mass resolution increasing as this value
is approached. However, the previous discussion implies that
there is a tradeoff between ion transmission and resolution,
with the former falling as the latter rises. Based only on the
width of the stable region, mass resolution m/Δm can be
estimated as [3]

m/Δm = 0.1256/{0.1678 − U/V }. (7)

However, resolution is strongly affected by other factors,
such as the number of RF cycles experienced by the ion, and
constructional accuracy.

C. Prefilter Operation

In the prefilter, the dc voltage is omitted, so that the equations
of motion reduce to

d2u/dζ2 − 2qu cos [2(ζ − ζ0)] u = 0. (8)

This simplification causes a change in behavior, which may
conveniently be discussed in terms of a simple approximation
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developed for time-varying inhomogeneous fields [12]. The
approximate solution is found by assuming that ion trajectories
consist of a large mean trajectory ξ0(ζ) combined with small
oscillations ξ1(ζ) cos[2(ζ − ζ0)] at the RF frequency. In this
case, the complete ion displacement may be written as

u(ζ) = ξ0(ζ) + ξ1(ζ) cos [2(ζ − ζ0)] . (9)

Differentiating this solution, but assuming that the deriva-
tives of ξ1 can be neglected, yields

d2u/dζ2 ≈ d2ξ0/dζ2 − 4ξ1 cos [2(ζ − ζ0)] . (10)

Substituting (9) and (10) into (8), but noting that cos2(θ) =
{1 + cos(2θ)}/2, yields

d2ξ0/dζ2 − 4ξ1 cos [2(ζ − ζ0)] − 2quξ0 cos [2(ζ − ζ0)]

−quξ1 {1 + cos [4(ζ − ζ0)]} = 0. (11)

Separately equating the constant terms and the coefficients
of cos[2(ζ − ζ0)], but neglecting the term involving cos[4(ζ −
ζ0)] in (9), then gives

d2ξ0/dζ2 − quξ1 = 0 ξ1 = −quξ0/2. (12)

Verification that neglect of the higher order term is reason-
able (at least within the limits of the initial approximation) can
be achieved by including an additional term ξ2(ζ) cos[4(ζ −
ζ0)] in the assumed solution (9) and showing that its coefficient
is small.

Finally, combining (12) shows that the mean trajectory is
governed by the second-order differential equation

d2ξ0/dζ2 +
(
q2
u/2

)
ξ0 = 0. (13)

Because q2
u/2 is constant, (13) describes simple harmonic

motion and implies that the ion will oscillate to and fro in the
form of potential well known as a “pseudopotential,” which
is proportional to the square of the applied RF voltage. The
general solution for ξ0(ζ) is

ξ0(ζ) = A cos(quζ/
√

2) + B sin(quζ/
√

2). (14)

Equation (14) describes a sinusoidal trajectory with a con-
stant amplitude and a period determined by the value of qu,
with a larger period being obtained at smaller qu. Equation (12)
implies, in turn, that the amplitude of the faster oscillations is
not constant, but depends on the mean trajectory, so that the
complete solution u(ζ) is

u(ζ) = {A cos(quζ/
√

2) + B sin(quζ/
√

2)}
×{1 − (qu/2) cos [2(ζ − ζ0)]} . (15)

Although the period of the oscillation is the same for all ions,
the exact trajectory depends on coefficients A and B, which
must be obtained from the boundary conditions. For example,

Fig. 3. (a) Example x-trajectories in a pre-filter, calculated assuming that
ζ0 = 0 and q = 0.35. Thick lines show the exact solution, thin lines show the
approximate solution, and dashed lines show the mean trajectory. (b) Exact
trajectories, calculated assuming q = 0.35 and assuming different starting
phases ζ0 = νπ/8 with ν = 0, 1, . . . 7.

for ions injected parallel to the axis at a distance u(0) from the
axis, A and B are

A =u(0)/ {1 − (qu/2) cos(2ζ0)}
B =A

√
2 sin(2ζ0)/ {1 − (qu/2) cos(2ζ0)} . (16)

In this case, Fig. 3(a) shows comparisons between the exact
solution [(8)], the approximate solution [(15)], and the mean
trajectory [(14)] for x-trajectories obtained with ζ0 = 0 and
q = 0.35. Here, the exact and approximate solutions are in
excellent agreement. The period of the main oscillation is
large, the amplitude of the faster superimposed oscillation is
small, and the mean trajectory is a good representation of the
overall motion. When q rises (for example, toward 0.706),
the agreement becomes less good because the exact solution
predicts a smaller mean period and larger superimposed oscilla-
tions. However, despite this discrepancy, a qualitatively similar
behavior is obtained.

The operation of a Brubaker prefilter may now be understood
in broad terms as follows. First, it provides an improvement in
transmission by minimizing the effects of dc fringe fields at the
sensitive input to the main filter. Second, it provides a guiding
effect on the input ions, whose trajectories are forced by the
pseudopotential to have an inherent periodicity.

When q is sufficiently small, (12) implies that ξ1 will be
negligible. Only the slow oscillations need to be considered,
and the solution is mainly described by (14) and (16). Because
coefficient B is strongly dependent on starting phase ζ0, ions
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entering at different times must follow different trajectories. In
particular, because B > A, ions entering near ζ0 = π/4 will
make larger maximum excursions. However, whenever the sin
term in (14) vanishes, the effect of the phase disappears. This
condition occurs when

quζ/
√

2 = μπ, where μ = 1, 2 . . . . (17)

The result is shown in Fig. 3(b), which shows exact ion tra-
jectories calculated for different values of ζ0 equally distributed
between zero and π, assuming that q = 0.35. The trajectories
are significantly different, with much larger maximum excur-
sions in some cases. However, all trajectories return together
when ζ/π =

√
2/0.35 ≈ 4.04, ζ/π = 8.08, and so on. In the

former and latter cases, the prefilter is effectively forming an
inverted and a real image of the input-ion distribution, respec-
tively. Integrating over all possible starting conditions in both
x- and y-directions, as was done by Trajber et al. [16], [17],
the average diameter of the ion beam will clearly be smaller at
the image conditions. If this point coincides with the start of the
main filter, further benefits in transmission might be expected
because ions will then be injected optimally through the dc
fringe fields.

Substituting ζ = ωt/2, t = LP /vA, and vA = (2eVA/m)1/2

into (17) yields the axial ion energy VA required to reach each
of these image-forming conditions as

1/V
1/2
A = 2μ(e/m)1/2/(qfLP ). (18)

Equation (18) now implies that mass-dependent transmission
effects would be expected at fixed energy. Alternatively, fluctu-
ations in transmission with energy would be expected for a fixed
mass, so that a plot of 1/V

1/2
A against peak number μ should be

a straight line.
To minimize the rate at which transmission changes with

energy or mass, μ should be small. For example, if μ ≈ 1, the
prefilter will operate near its primary image-forming condition,
and quite-large changes in mass will be needed to reach the
second one. To achieve a small value of μ, either a large
axial ion energy VA or a short prefilter length LP is required.
Large ion energies are undesirable because small velocities are
required for high resolution in the main filter. Consequently, LP

is normally small. However, it cannot be too small, or the ad-
vantages of fringe-field screening will be lost. The exact choice
is therefore a compromise, with LP typically being taken to
be around the electrode diameter [8]. Unfortunately, in MEMS
devices, there are difficulties with handling very short rods,
and we have therefore investigated somewhat longer prefilters.
Similarly, the exact choice of separation between the electrodes
in the two filter sections is a compromise. The gap cannot be too
large, or fringe fields will again be an issue. However, it cannot
be too small, or breakdown may occur. The gap is therefore
normally taken as a small fraction of the electrode diameter.
Once again, there are additional difficulties in MEMS devices
with reliably achieving small gaps and those used here were the
minimum compatible with repeatable alignment.

The prefilter length LP is then normally a small fraction
of the main filter length LF . If both sections are directly

coupled and driven using dc and RF, the combination acts as
a marginally longer main filter. It might therefore be expected
that some of the beneficial effects of the capacitively coupled
RF-only prefilter will be masked by the improved resolution af-
forded by the longer directly coupled combined filter. However,
[3, eq. (6.3)] shows that, given the stated operating parameters,
the ultimate resolution is not limited in the present case by the
number of cycles. Hence, this difference in filter length is of no
consequence.

Departures from the previous predictions are to be expected
at high resolution, as q will then be large, or whenever the
assumption of a parallel input beam is inappropriate, e.g., when
the size of the entrance pupil is large compared with the exit
pupil of the ion source.

III. DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Experience with early microfabricated quadrupoles has
shown that accurate construction using materials that are ap-
propriate for RF operation at up to several hundred volts is
essential for high resolution. Previous comparable devices have
used dies formed from oxidized silicon or BSOI to mount cylin-
drical electrode rods formed from metallized glass or stainless
steel. Problems are then caused by the temperature rise that
follows from RF heating within the semiconducting substrate,
because the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficient of the
electrodes and silicon causes die deformation and/or electrode
detachment. Electrical loss also makes it difficult to achieve
sufficiently high voltage from the RF drive.

A. Design

Here, we introduce a new approach based on silicon on glass,
which provides improved electrical, mechanical, and thermal
performance. The complete mass filter is constructed from a
pair of microfabricated dies, each carrying half of the electrode
rods. Fig. 4(a) shows a single die, which provides microfab-
ricated silicon mounts for pairs of prefilter and main filter
electrodes on a glass substrate. Here, the aspect ratio has been
reduced for clarity. The short prefilter electrodes are mounted
in a single fixed silicon feature, as shown in Section A–A’ of
Fig. 4(b). However, the longer main filter electrodes must be
held at each end. To allow differential thermal expansion with
respect to the glass substrate, which otherwise tends to bend the
substrate, one end of each electrode is held in a fixed feature,
while the other is mounted in a spring feature formed as a
suspended portal frame, as shown in Section B–B’. Associated
with axial motion of the electrodes is a quadratically varying
transverse motion that tends to separate their movable ends.
Over a temperature range of, for example, 100◦, the transverse
motion is submicrometer for the flexure length used. Because
this deflection is small compared with other dimensional tol-
erances, its effect on performance has not been quantified.
However, because it varies quadratically with the inverse of
flexure length, it could easily be reduced by design. The effect
of thermal expansion between the electrodes and the very much
shorter contact regions on the silicon parts is assumed to be
small enough to allow attachment using conductive epoxy.
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Fig. 4. (a) Plan and (b) section views of the microfabricated quadrupole die
with Brubaker prefilter.

Silicon features also provide mounts for precision alignment
spacers, which allow two such substrates to be aligned together
in three orthogonal directions so that the combined set of
electrodes forms a quadrupole, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The
dimensions of the electrode-mounting fixtures can be calculated
using the quadrant geometry shown in Fig. 5(b). For example,
the distance s between the electrode centers and the ion optical
axis is s = {re + r0}/21/2. If the distance between the two
contact points of the cylindrical electrode and the groove in
the supporting feature is 2w, the height h between the contact
points and the axis of symmetry is h = s + (r2

e − w2)1/2. Suit-
able choices of re, r0, s, w, and h therefore allow the geometry
of a quadrupole to be established. Other key dimensions, such
as flexure widths and lengths, can be chosen to provide suitable
thermal compliance.

B. Fabrication

Devices were fabricated using a high-yield wafer-scale batch
process based on 100-mm-diameter wafers of silicon and Pyrex
glass, as shown in Fig. 6. The Si wafers were 400 μm thick,
(100) oriented, D/S polished, and thermally matched to the
glass wafers, which were typically 500-μm-thick Pyrex 7740
type. The silicon was repetitively patterned by mid-UV photo-
lithography using a Quintel IR 4000 contact mask aligner

Fig. 5. (a) Quadrupole assembly. (b) Geometry for calculation of rod mount
design parameters.

equipped with through-wafer infrared illumination, and etched
using a Surface Technology Systems Single-Chamber Mul-
tiplex inductively coupled plasma etcher operating a cyclic
etch–passivation process based on SF6 and C4F8 gases (the
Bosch process). In each case, an AZ9260 photoresist was used
for patterning, and a silicon etch rate of 1 μm/min was used for
deep etching. The residual resist was stripped using an Oxford
Plasma Technology System 80 RIE.

Three layers of patterning were used. The rear-side silicon
was etched first to a shallow depth to define the anchor points
for electrode mounts and form shallow recesses to allow subse-
quent motion of the suspended parts (Step 1). The main outlines
of the electrode mounts were then partially defined using a
second etch (Step 2). The wafer was then anodically bonded to
a Pyrex wafer at the anchors, using an aligner–bonder (Step 3).
A conducting surface layer was then provided on the front side
using layers of Cr and Au metals deposited using a Nordiko RF
sputter coater with thicknesses of 30 and 100 nm, respectively
(Step 4). The metals were patterned by lithography and wet
chemical etching in potassium iodide first and then in ceric
ammonium nitrate (Step 5). The front-side silicon was then
etched to complete the definition of the electrode mounts and
form alignment trenches for the electrode rods (Step 6). In some
variants, holes were formed in the glass prior to bonding to
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Fig. 6. Process flow for device fabrication.

allow access to electrodes. However, the completed wafers were
entirely robust. Fig. 7(a) shows a completed silicon-on-glass
wafer before dicing. A variety of filter variants may be seen,
each comprising a set of electrically isolated silicon parts on a
glass backing, together with additional test structures. Finally,
the wafer was mechanically diced using a rotary saw to yield
dies of approximately 7 mm in width and 34 mm in length
(Step 7), and the electrode rods were attached using conductive
epoxy (Step 8).

Metal-coated glass electrodes have previously been used by
one of the present authors [56], and these can have reduced
mismatch in thermal expansion coefficient. However, they are
tedious to fabricate because at least two coating cycles of each
of the two metals (an adhesion layer and a conductor) are
required to avoid breaks in the film. Stainless-steel electrodes
are simpler to source, and the elastic suspension then provides
an effective solution to thermal mismatch.

Stainless-steel electrode rods were purchased precut with
a diameter of 650 μm. The rod ratio was re/r0 ≈ 1.14, and
lengths of either 2 or 4 mm were used for the prefilter and
30 mm for the main filter. After cleaning, the rods were inserted
into their respective alignment grooves and attached using

Fig. 7. (a) Silicon-on-glass wafer before dicing. (b) Assembled quadrupole
filter with prefilter.

conductive epoxy. Rods were inserted manually, and their lon-
gitudinal positions were adjusted under a microscope. Epoxy
was again applied manually, and its amount was verified under
the same microscope.

The design separation between the two filter sections was
80 μm. Using 80 measurements taken from 20 devices, the
average axial separation between the prefilter and main filter
electrodes was determined as 79.1 μm, with a standard devia-
tion of 10.3 μm. Similarly, using 40 measurements taken from
ten devices, the average axial displacement between two rod
ends on the same die (measured for the main rod at the prefilter
end) was determined as 5.3 μm, with a standard deviation
of 5.6 μm.

No damage to the flexible electrode suspensions was ob-
served despite the use of mechanical handling during assembly
and thermal curing for the attachment epoxy. Connections were
then made to the electrode mounts using gold wire and conduc-
tive epoxy. A second die was then stacked on top of the first,
using the precision alignment spacers, and connections from
the top die were then brought down to a small PCB submount.
Fig. 7(b) shows an assembled filter. The prefilter is on the left,
while the main filter is on the right. The electrode rods may be
seen running along the center of the device.

IV. EVALUATION

The performance of the completed devices was evaluated
using an electron-impact (EI) ion source and analytes that give
well-separated mass peaks over a wide mass range. The overall
aim was to demonstrate the advantages of using a silicon-on-
glass technology and incorporating a prefilter with respect to
improved mass range, resolution, and transmission.
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A. Experimental Arrangement

Mass filters were evaluated in a stainless-steel vacuum test
rig pumped by a 130-ls−1 turbo pump and equipped with a cold-
cathode pressure gauge. Filters were mounted on stainless-steel
flanges equipped with electrical feedthroughs between an EI
ion source and a Channeltron electron multiplier used for ion
detection.

The ion source is similar to the well-known VG Anavac
source. It is designed for use with a much larger quadrupole
filter (6-mm-diameter rods) and consequently produces a rela-
tively large ion beam. The exit pupil of the final electrode of
the ion source was therefore reduced to match the inscribed
circle of the microfabricated filter. The ion energy in the
main filter was determined from the voltage applied to the
source cage, as the bias applied to the main rods was 0 V
throughout. A Detech 2120 Channeltron (Detector Technology,
Inc.) operated in pulse-counting mode was used to detect
the ions.

RF waveforms were supplied to the mass filter under com-
puter control by custom electronics. The two out-of-phase RF
signals required to drive the filter sections were supplied by a
resonant amplifier driven by an HP 33120A signal generator.
Frequencies in the range of 6.2–6.9 MHz were used, depending
on the exact device configuration. A dc command voltage
(0–10 V) was used to set the RF amplitude during a scan.
The prefilter rods were coupled to the main rods using 100-pF
capacitors. Any bias voltage was applied to the prefilter pairs
through high-value resistors. The fraction of the RF component
coupled to the prefilter is close to unity, as the impedance
of the capacitors is smaller compared with that of the bias
resistors.

B. Mass Range

Mass spectra were obtained for perfluorotributylamine
or PFTBA (C12F27N, molecular weight of 671.09) and
tris(perfluoroheptyl)-s-triazine (C3N3[(CF2)6CF3]3, molecular
weight of 1185.22). PFTBA is often used to calibrate mass
spectrometers fitted with EI sources. It has a relatively high
vapor pressure at room temperature and was therefore held in
a stainless-steel phial located outside the vacuum system and
connected to it by a leak valve. After pumping away the air
above the sample, PFTBA was admitted to the vacuum chamber
to a pressure of 5 × 10−7 torr. Tris(perfluoro-heptyl)-s-triazine
is also used for calibration, particularly for instruments with a
high mass range. It is a solid at room temperature and has a
low vapor pressure. A small amount (20 mg) was placed in
a stainless-steel cup directly in front of the ion source, where
it sublimed at a rate that was sufficient to raise the chamber
pressure to between 5 × 10−7 and 1 × 10−6 torr.

Figs. 8 and 9 show mass spectra for the two compounds,
obtained using devices equipped with 4- and 2-mm prefilter
electrodes, respectively. In each case, the ion energy was VA =
2 eV, and no prefilter bias was used. These spectra were
acquired over 10 min in both cases and represent multiple
summed scans. The acquisition period was chosen so as to
give good signal-to-noise levels for the smallest peaks in the

Fig. 8. Mass spectrum of perfluorotributylamine, as obtained using (a) a
microfabricated quadrupole with prefilter and from (b) the NIST reference
library.

spectra. The larger peaks can all be seen in a single scan
(acquired in less than 30 s). Fig. 8(a) shows a measured
spectrum for PFTBA, and Fig. 8(b) shows for comparison a
reference spectrum from the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) mass spectral database [72]. High-
mass portions of the experimental data are shown plotted using
expanded intensity scales. The reference spectrum is clearly
well reproduced by the microfabricated filter, and the mass
scale is linear. There are some discrepancies in relative peak
heights (for example, the relatively low peak at m/z = 219).
One explanation may be the mass-dependent ion transmission
effects investigated hereinafter. However, resolved peaks may
be seen up to m/z = 614. Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows experimental
data and a NIST reference spectrum for tris(perfluoroheptyl)-
s-triazine. Here, mass peaks can be seen up to almost m/z =
1200, and the very small peak at m/z = 1185 (shown in detail
later on) indicates successful detection of the molecular ion. At
1200 a.m.u., the maximum voltage between adjacent rods was
770 V. These results represent an approximate trebling of the
mass range obtained in [59] and [60] and confirm the benefits
of the improved electrical properties of glass substrates.

C. Mass Resolution

Fig. 10(a) shows the variation of the mass resolution m/Δm
(defined as the mass of the ion divided by the width of the
peak, either at 10% or 50% of peak height) with voltage ratio
U/V , measured at the m/z = 219 peak of PFTBA. The mass
resolution rises steeply as the peak of the first stability zone
is approached. Also shown in Fig. 10(a) is the theoretical
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Fig. 9. Mass spectrum of tris(perfluoroheptyl)-s-triazine, as obtained using
(a) a microfabricated quadrupole with prefilter and from (b) the NIST reference
library.

prediction for the variation of resolution, as given in (7).
The experimental data are in good agreement with the theory,
suggesting that the fields in the quadrupole filter are reasonably
close to ideal.

The beneficial effects of the prefilter can be seen in the
peak shapes. Fig. 10(b) shows plots of the m/z = 614 peak
of PFTBA obtained using a range of U/V values and an ion
energy of 4 eV. When the prefilter is capacitively coupled to the
main filter and receives only the RF component of the wave-
form, the peak shape is uniform and collapses toward the
high-mass side as the resolution increases. However, when the
prefilter is directly coupled and fringing fields are reintroduced
at the entrance to the filter, the peak shapes become asymmetric
and collapse toward the high-mass shoulder as the resolution
increases.

D. Ion Transmission

Typically, the ion transmission of any quadrupole filter
will fall as the resolution increases. For a well-constructed
filter, transmission normally reduces quasi-linearly with resolu-
tion, when transmission is plotted on a logarithmic scale. How-
ever, at a maximum resolution that is often defined by some
form of constructional imperfection (for example, misalign-
ment of an electrode rod), transmission typically falls much
more rapidly. The variation of transmission with resolution may
even double back on itself and hence set a practical limit to the
performance of the filter.

Fig. 11(a) shows the variation of transmission with resolution
at 10% of peak height for the m/z = 219 and 502 peaks

Fig. 10. (a) Variation of resolution (m/Δm) with U/V ratio. Points are
experimental data for 10% and 50% of peak height; line is theory. (b) Peak
shapes obtained for nominal m/z = 614 with an axial ion energy of 4 eV and
different U/V ratios, with (L) capacitive and (R) direct coupling to the prefilter.

of PFTBA. A best resolution of m/Δm ≈ 140 is achieved,
which represents an approximate doubling of the resolution
reported in [62]. The effect of the prefilter on performance is
shown in Fig. 11(b). Two sets of data are shown. The hollow
points show the results obtained using capacitive coupling of
the drive voltages to the prefilter electrodes. In agreement
with Fig. 11(a), the maximum resolution is ≈140. The solid
points show the corresponding results obtained with direct
coupling of the drive voltages to the prefilter electrodes. In
this case, both sets of electrodes carry both dc and ac, and
the device effectively acts as a slightly longer quadrupole. The
maximum resolution achieved is 115, and the signal intensity
is reduced by up to an order of magnitude. These results are
qualitatively similar to the original findings of Brubaker [8],
who showed that an RF-only prefilter could increase transmis-
sion at a given mass or alternatively increase the maximum
resolution.

Fig. 12 shows expanded views of tris(perfluoroheptyl)-s-
triazine peaks near m/z = 866 and m/z = 1166, obtained
using 2-eV axial ion energy and a device with 2-mm prefilter
electrodes. In Fig. 12(a), the peak width at 10% of peak height
is 6.2 a.m.u., giving a mass resolution of m/Δm ≈ 140. In
Fig. 10(b), the peak width is 7 a.m.u., giving m/Δm ≈ 165.
The corresponding values at 50% of peak height are 350
and 360, respectively. These results confirm that a good mass
resolution may be obtained over the whole of the mass range.
Fig. 12(b) also shows an expanded view of the molecular
ion peak.
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Fig. 11. (a) Variation of ion transmission with mass resolution for m/z =
219 and m/z = 502, with capacitive coupling of the prefilter and an axial
ion energy of 2 eV. (b) Variation of ion transmission with resolution for (solid
data points) direct and (hollow data points) capacitive coupling of the prefilter
electrodes to the main electrodes. In each case, data were obtained for the
m/z = 614 peak of PFTBA, using different axial ion energies.

Fig. 12. High-resolution mass spectra for tris(perfluoroheptyl)-s-triazine,
measured near (a) m/z = 866 and (b) m/z = 1166, using 2-eV axial ion
energy.

Fig. 13. (a) Variation of ion transmission with prefilter bias voltage, measured
for the m/z = 219 peak of PFTBA for different U/V ratios, as detailed on
the legend. (b) Variation of VA with μ for the transmission maxima obtained
for different fragment ions of PFTBA. Points are experimental data; lines are
theory.

E. Transmission Oscillations

Experience with macroscopic quadrupoles suggests that
mass-dependent transmission effects will arise with a prefilter,
which can cause inaccuracy in measurements of relative ion
abundance. This possibility was investigated for the microfab-
ricated device, using PFTBA. The ion-source cage voltage was
fixed, the main filter was set to pass ions of a particular mass
peak, and the ion transmission was measured as a function
of a bias voltage applied to the prefilter electrodes. 22-MΩ
bias resistors were used to ensure that the ac amplitude ap-
plied to the prefilter was closely tied to the ac voltage on the
main filter.

Fig. 13(a) shows results obtained for the peak at m/z = 219
for different U/V ratios. For each value of U/V , aperiodic
oscillations in transmission can be seen, with the oscillation
period reducing and overall transmission falling as the bias
reduces. However, the locations of the peaks and troughs tend
to particular values as U/V rises and the peak of the stability
zone is reached. The oscillations are significant. If the bias is
set to a value that is coincident with a trough, the signal can
be attenuated by as much as 50%. However, as can be seen in
Fig. 9, if the bias is coincident with a peak, the transmission can
be increased sixfold. Measurements carried out for other ions
showed similar transmission oscillations, albeit with different
peak and trough locations. To improve mass spectral fidelity, the
bias voltage should be ramped as the mass spectrum is scanned,
so that it is maintained at an optimum value for each mass.
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However, the large bias resistor introduces a time constant that
restricts the rate of scanning. This limitation is unimportant in
applications involving a long acquisition time or in single-ion
monitoring.

The elementary theory of ion focusing in an RF-only quadru-
pole presented in Section II suggested that if the peak locations
are determined by particular values of VA, a plot of 1/V

1/2
A

against μ, where μ is the peak number, should be a straight
line with a slope 2(e/m)1/2/(qfLP ). Fig. 13(b) shows the
variation VA with μ obtained at the different masses indicated.
The straight lines are the theoretical estimates, calculated as-
suming that q = 0.706 (the peak of the first stability zone),
f = 6.4 MHz, and LP = 4 mm, to correspond to the device
used, and the discrete data points show the measured results.
The qualitative agreement is excellent, confirming the earlier
interpretation of prefilter operation and suggesting that the
overall behavior of the microfabricated device is indeed as
expected. The rapidity of the transmission oscillations should
reduce as the length of the prefilter section is reduced, and
certainly, a reduction in LP down to ≈1 mm seems entirely
practical.

V. CONCLUSION

A new technology for microfabricated quadrupole mass
filters has been developed using an advanced silicon-on-glass
process based on a combination of deep reactive-ion etching
and anodic bonding. A wafer-scale batch fabrication process
for quadrupole filter dies has been demonstrated, which yields
precision alignment features for pairs of electrode rods and
spacers in the form of electrically isolated metallized silicon
parts on glass substrates. Stainless-steel electrode rods are
inserted into silicon mountings, and complete filters are assem-
bled as a stacked combination of two dies separated by spacers.
The improved electrical isolation of glass allows an inherently
larger mass range than that with previous filters constructed
on silicon and bonded silicon substrates, and a mass range
of 0–1200 a.m.u. has been demonstrated with a resolution of
≈150 at ≈6.5-MHz frequency, the best performance of any
form of microfabricated mass filter to date. The technology
supports the incorporation of multiple electrode sections, al-
lowing advantage to be taken of the improved transmission
obtained when a short RF-only prefilter is combined with a
main filter. Many of the characteristics of macroscopic pre-
filters have been observed, including improved transmission
at high resolution and mass-dependent transmission. These
improvements in performance suggest that benchtop mass spec-
trometers based on microfabricated filters are now a realistic
possibility.
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